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CLASSIC SURE GRIP WINDAGE ADJUSTMENT RINGS
WARNING! BEFORE SHOOTING FIREARM, BE SURE SCOPE AND MOUNTS ARE ATTACHED SECURELY AND CORRECTLY
ALIGNED FOR ACCURATE SIGHTING. WHEN SHOOTING WITH SCOPE OR IRON SIGHTS, BE SURE BUTTSTOCK OF GUN IS HELD
FIRMLY AGAINST THE SHOULDER. FOLLOW SCOPE MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS WHEN SETTING EYE RELIEF. DO NOT USE
.22 CAL. RIMFIRE SCOPES ON CENTERFIRE RIFLES SINCE EYE RELIEF DISTANCE IS TOO SHORT. FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE
PRECAUTIONS COULD CAUSE PERSONAL INJURY FROM RECOIL TO SHOOTER’S EYE AND/OR HEAD, OR RESULT IN DAMAGE TO
SHOOTER’S GLASSES.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Bases. Use the appropriate Weaver® base(s). They are readily available where this product is sold. Refer to each product’s specific instructions when mounting.
2. Rings. Assemble rings, clamps, and socket head screws. Keeping the hook end of the clamp facing downward, attach clamp to each side of ring with socket head screws.
Loosely tighten the screws. Place each ring assembly over base(s) verifying that the crossbolt channel of the ring nests in the slot of the base. Verify also that the outside
clamps are hooked around the outside ribs of the base(s). Firmly tighten both side of each ring so that it sits roughly centered on the base(s).
3. Scope. Place scope on saddles with turret in the center between the rings. Position mount-caps over saddles and align holes. Attach cap screws and tighten to a loose fit.
Make sure crosshairs of scope are vertical/horizontal and turrets are positioned to the top and to the right.
4. Eye Relief. Scope optics and design determine eye relief. Refer to scope instructions for correct eye relief information. Be sure you have set proper eye relief BEFORE final
tightening of cap screws. Tighten ring halves firmly but without extreme pressure. Be sure to tighten both sides of rings evenly, a little at a time, until scope is secure. To avoid
scope tube deformation, do not over-tighten ring screws.
Note: There will be a gap of approximately 3/32” (.093”) between cap and saddle. Most mount sets will lightly dimple or circumscribe the scope tube. This is normal, will not
affect performance and is a sign of a firm, safe, accurate mounting.
5. Adjusting the rings. Before adjusting the scope, make preliminary major windage
adjustments to the windage screws. Moving ring left or right the equivalent of one revolution of the windage screw will affect the point of impact approximately 20” at 100
yards.
6. Sighting-In. Firearm is now ready for scope sighting. Refer to scope instructions for correct procedures.
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